
How are you?: I, who have deep sentiment, exist 
 
‘Encounter’ and ‘thrill,’ these are the most important keywords in the relationship between me and others. 
Awareness about a self-being is formed through a process in which the self becomes an object. With this first 
encounter, the start of self-awareness, that is, the starting point of a thought, is opened. As the awareness 
started with this encounter enters a step in which the self asks and answers, a continuous thrill is formed. 
From this process, a judgment is started. I think we can see Lee Seung-hee’s works as the crystallization of such 
a continuous encounter and thrill to form a relationship with an object.  
 
His works gives off a calm, cold-hearted mood without a fluctuating emotion; but at the same time, they 
radiate fresh tension as well. In addition to the tension felt from materials, the tension felt from a tight 
balance in his works leads the audience to feel as if they are breathing cold air.  
 
His plane ceramic canvas made from white clay is a kind of synchronized work formed with his labor and fire. 
Using traditional ceramics, he makes traditional works into plane pieces by baking them in a fire just like in 
common ceramics. Making 3D ceramics into 2D pieces does not offer his works a particular meaning, except in 
narrowing the time distance between the past and the present. That is to say, his works are the compression 
of time and space. This compression originates from this artist’s thorough artistic spirit, minimizing errors that 
occur when he creates a perfect 3D bilateral symmetry from ceramics, which are formed by centrifugal force, 
onto a plane canvas. However, the tiny formal errors we find in these works are accepted as visual details that 
lead the audience to find his humane and emotional qualities from the cold feeling of his works. At this point, 
the audience reads Lee Seung-hee’s ceramics as a genre of painting. They feel a deep sentiment from his calm 
and decent ceramics. 
 
Who are you?: What are you? 
 
As we live, we are continuously asked about who we are, that is, about our identity. We are sometimes asked 
this by other people and sometimes ask it to ourselves. Lee Seung-hee’s work started from this question, and 
still keeps its life force there. Due to the inherent simplicity of ceramics, most ceramic works do not have many 
colors unless the artist uses them purposefully. His works are also monochromatic, simple, and modern.  
 
His plane has two characteristics. One is found in the background of each work, where you can feel the clay 
itself, which has been burnt without enamel. The other is found in the classic ceramics reproduced in these 
backgrounds. I have not commented on these characteristics to simply explain his works with dualism. These 
characteristics of his works made through endless study on the surface texture make a turning point, 
transferring the imagination of a ceramic artist into that of a painter. The turning point must be an answer for 
his identity about the question, “Who you are?” 
Thus, the question naturally turns to us and asks, WHO ARE YOU? 
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